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2nd Edition of the Synoptic Tables on the evolution of regionalism in Europe

- Introduction
During the last few years, Eyop. has ryitnessed an important phenomenon: the development of
regionalisation and regionalism as the driving force fqlstrengthening democracy in Euiope. In
this context, the Assembly of European Regions (AER) has contributed, since its creation, to
the democratic organisation of the European continent, to the defence of the regions' interests,
to forging interregional links and, consequently, harmonious development and the creation of a
peaceful and stable community
t

The regionalist movement in Europe expresses itself in many different political and territorial
ways: ItlT evolved with time and according to the interests of eactr state and the regions
therein. This assortment of different methods shows the great richness of Europe where unity
relies on the respect of diversity and plurality in the general framework of evolution towards a
greater responsibiliry of the regions in state politics.

With this in mind, the AER has been working hard on a major task: the elaboration of

a

document which reflects the regionalist aspirations of all the European regions, tbet "Declaration
-on Re?ionalism in Europe", ',ihich *as franslated into 18 langtiages. iVe *ffi
coryplete the woTk already carried out by publishing the synoptic tables which present the
different rypes of regionalisation in Europe, giving us an idea of their evolution.

This second editiôn includes more countries than the previous one (eg, Denmark, the Czech
Republic, etc.). It also provides information on the recènt reforms, or those still underway, in
certain countries (eg, United Kingdom, Poland or ltaly).
Our objective is to provide the regions with an easy to understand, concise document which:

'
.
'

introduces and compares the different regional systems which exist and evaluates the
progress of regionalisation in Europe,
encourages exchanges of experience and know-how,
supports the realisation of joint initiatives towards the promotion of regionalism in Europe.

The realisation of this document was made possible thanks to a network of experts, members of
the AER and the regions from the countries studied. Their direct knowledgre of the enclosed
information gives this study all its credibiliry.

For all these reasons, I would like to express my sincere thanks to the experts for their
collaboration. Thanks to them, we now have a document which I feel is extremèly useful as it
encourages closeness, understanding and a better common way of life for the regions of
Europe.

(
Mr José Maria Mufloa-Ganuza
President of the working grou

AER Declaration of Regionalism iir Europe"
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